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1. Purpose of Report 

1 .I This report makes recommendations to Committee regarding the petition submitted in 
respect of a request for traffic calming measures and pedestrian barriers at the roundabout 
on the A73 at McCarrison Road, Newmains. 

2. Background 

A petition signed by 124 residents of the Woodlands Estate was submitted to the Council 
on 26‘h November 2002. The petitioners were seeking the provision of traffic calming 
measures at the roundabout on the A73 at McCarrison Road and barriers on the 
roundabout to protect pedestrians from vehicles 

The roundabout in question was constructed on the dual carriageway at the northern 
entrance to Newmains by the developer of the adjacent housing development. As the A73 
was a trunk road at the time the roundabout was constructed, the design and construction 
of the roundabout was the subject of consent by the then Scottish Office. As part of this 
consent, a Safety Audit was carried out to ensure that its design complied with design 
standards set out in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. The 30mph speed limit 
was also relocated to a point 80m or thereby north of the roundabout’s central island. 

A search of Strathclyde Police accident records indicates a total of five injury accidents 
occurred at or on the roundabout within the most recent three year period for which data is 
available. One serious and one slight injury accident occurred on the approach arm from 
Bellside, one serious injury accident occurred on the roundabout at McCarrison Road, one 
slight injury accident occurred on the approach arm from Newmains and one slight injury 
accident occurred on the exit arm to Bellside. All these accidents involved vehicles only 
and no accidents involving pedestrians were recorded. 

Five non-injury accidents have also been recorded during the same period. However, non- 
injury accidents do not need to be reported to Strathclyde Police and therefore, the total 
number of this accident type cannot be given accurately. There is evidence from the 
number of works instructions issued to the Council’s roads contractor that damage to street 
furniture and verges occurs on a regular basis which suggests that the number of accidents 
occurring at this locus may be higher than that recorded by the Police. 

From the Police statistics, it would appear that a high proportion of the accidents involve 
vehicles travelling from Bellside to Newmains. 
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A site survey was therefore carried out to establish the extent of the existing signing and 
road markings for the roundabout on the Bellside approach arm. There is a map type 
advance direction sign showing the layout of road ahead, countdown signs at 300, 200 and 
100 metres for the speed limit on the verge and central reservation and 30mph signs on the 
verge and central reservation. The roundabout has a chevron blockwork ring and chevron 
signs with go left arrows. Road markings in the form of centre of carriageway warning lines 
with “slow” on each lane of the carriageway midway between the 200 and 100 metre 
countdown signs and midway between the 100 metre countdown signs and the 30mph 
speed limit signs. Warning lines also indicate two lanes are provided on the circulatory 
carriageway of the roundabout. 

Traffic calming features as requested by the petitioners are only appropriate on roads 
which are residential in nature and not on a major ‘A’ class road such as A73. However, 
there are other measures which can be introduced to reduce the number of accidents 
occurring on the roundabout approach from Bellside. To improve the conspicuity of the 
roundabout and to advise drivers to reduce speed, additional signing, altered warning line 
road markings and additional ‘slow’ carriageway markings could be considered. 

In accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual, two roundabout ahead warning signs 
supplemented by a plate advising drivers to ‘reduce speed now’ are now proposed in 
addition to the map type advance direction sign. One sign would be placed in the central 
reserve and the other in the left verge at points 500m and 450m respectively in advance of 
the roundabout. As well these warning signs, a series of five chevron signs to indicate the 
deviation of the road on the approach to the roundabout are proposed along the central 
reservation. Additional ‘slow’ road markings are proposed on both lanes at points 25m and 
50m from the roundabout and the warning marking (6m line) extended to 500m from the 
roundabout. These proposed measures would increase driver awareness of the approach 
to the roundabout. 

The petitioners request that barrier be erected to protect pedestrians from vehicles. It is my 
intention, with the installation of the measures detailed above, to prevent accidents from 
occurring. Therefore, the need to provide any type of barrier would not be appropriate at 
this stage. 

2.10 On completion of the above measures, if approved, the intention would be to continue to 
monitor the situation to check on the effectiveness of the actions. 

3. Recommendation 

3.1 Committee are asked to 

4 

b) 

Note the contents of this report. 

Approve the measures listed at 2.8 above. 

E David M. Porch 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
17‘h March, 2003 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Stuart Laird on 01698 302081 
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